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Cross-Validation of the WISC-R
Factorial Structure Using Three-mode
Principal Components Analysis and
Perfect Congruence Analysis
Pieter M. Kroonenberg
University of Leiden

Jos M. F. ten Berge
University of Groningen

By using three-mode principal components analysis
and perfect congruence analysis in conjunction, the
factorial structure of the 11 correlation matrices of the
Wechsler Intelligence Scale for Children-Revised was
analyzed within a single framework. This allows a
unified description showing both the strong similarities
between the standardization samples and some small
differences related to age. Furthermore, claims about
comparability between the WISC-R factorial structure,
the structures of other independently conducted stud-
ies, and those of several translations of the WISC-R
were evaluated. Again the overall similarity was strik-
ing, albeit most studies showed lower explained vari-
ances. Some age effects seemed to be present here as
well. The contribution of three-mode principal compo-
nents analysis was found to lie primarily in the simul-
taneous analysis of the standardization samples, while
perfect congruence analysis allowed the evaluation of
the strengths and the correlations of the common
WISC-R components in all studies without encountering
rotation problems.

Since its publication the Wechsler Intelligence
Scale for Children-Revised (WISC-R; Wechsler, 1974)
has been widely applied in practice, and has been
an object of extensive research (for reviews see
Kaufman, 1979, 1981; Quattriocchi & Sherrets,
1980). One topic in these studies has been the fac-
torial structure of the test. Kaufman (1975) inves-
tigated the 11 correlation matrices from the stan-

dardization samples (age groups from 61/2 to 161/2)
and derived a median factor-loading matrix for these
samples. In a considerable number of studies, the
wisc-R factorial structure was investigated for groups
of children who deviate in various ways from the

standardization samples, and their solutions were
compared mostly with Kaufman’s median factor
loadings (Kaufman, 1975, Table 4). Establishment
of a common factor space, for both the Wechsler

samples and for the similarity of the factor structure
of other studies with a standard solution, is im-

portant in light of claims that the wisc-R can be
used for other different groups, and that transla-

tions of the wisc-R are essentially identical to the
original test after translation.
One aim of the present paper was to investigate

the extent to which the standardization samples can
be considered to have one single underlying factor
space by (1) performing an integrated analysis of
all samples at the same time, and (2) comparing
them separately to the components of a weighted
average correlation matrix. A second aim was to

investigate the extent to which studies conducted
in the field with the WISC-R resemble the standard-

ization data with respect to the factorial structure
of the subtests. A third aim was to show how per-
fect congruence analysis for weights (~ce~r9 ten Berge,
1986b) and a special type of three-mode principal
components analysis (Kroonenberg, 1983a; Tucker,
1972) can be used, both in conjunction and sepa-
rately, to study the problems exhibited by such
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comparisons. Previous studies generally used vis-
ual inspection or congruence coefficients to study
similarities between structures, but no single in-
tegrated analysis of the Wechsler data exists, nor
have attempts been made to evaluate the results of
other studies, and those of translations of the msc-
R within an integrated context.

Several interesting relations exist between the
major techniques used here, and a first investiga-
tion into them was presented by Kroonenberg and
ten Berge (1985), but these will not be discussed
here. Other techniques serving similar purposes
might be considered, such as factor matching tech-
niques (for an overview, see ten Berge, 1977) or
simultaneous factor analysis (Joreskog, 19~1). These
techniques will not be used here, but will be briefly
compared with the approaches presented below.

The techniques applied and outlined here have
applicability far beyond the present data. In gen-
eral, when components from correlation (or co-
variance) matrices are to be compared, both perfect
congruence analysis and three-mode principal com-
ponents analysis can perform useful functions. Other
possible applications are developmental studies and
cross-sectional studies of the same variables over
tir~e. Three-mode principal components analysis
(or factor analysis) has also been shown to be useful
with raw data (Kroonenberg, 1983b).

Method

Data

The primary dataset (referred to as the Wechsler
set) consisted of the 11 correlation matrices con-
tained in Wechsler (1974, pp. 36-46), one for each
of the standardization subsamples of the ~a~sc-~.
To expand the database, letters were sent to authors
of papers which presented factor analyses of the
WISC-R but did not include correlation matrices when

published. In particular, volumes of such journals
as Journal of Consulting and Clinical Psychology,
in the Schools, and Psychological Ab-
stracts were searched for papers on the factorial
structure of the WISC-R; 57 papers were found.

Authors were approached with a request to make
available the original matrices upon which their

analyses were based. Some authors supplied the
desired information; others only sent reprints of
their papers or indicated that the correlation mat-
rices were no longer available, while most did not
respond at all.

In all, 32 correlation matrices were available for

reanalysis, several of which could not be used be-
cause only 10 of the 12 subtests were administered.
The remaining correlation matrices can be divided
into two groups, those with and those without Mazes’.
Here only 11 subtests were analyzed (excluding
Mazes) to keep as many studies as possible in the
investigation (Wechsler indicated that Mazes is an
optional subtest). Table 1 gives the summary in-
formation and references for the matrices used in
this study. The 12 matrices from the nine American
studies will be referred to as Other correlation mat-

rices from Other studies to distinguish them from
the Wechsler set, and the 15 matrices from the
three translated tests as the Cross-cultural matrices
from Cross-cultural studies.

Nature of the Data:

Scores

Generally, sets of covariance matrices rather than
sets of correlation matrices are analyzed. The major
rationale put forward for analyzing covariance mat-
rices (e.g., Harshman & Lundy, 1984, p. 141) is
that if more than one subpopulation is analyzed
using a single set of variables, the unit of mea-
surement for each variable should be the same in

each subpopulation; that is, standardization should
be performed across populations (see also Mere-
dith, 1964). Correlation matrices from several pop-
ulations, however, are based on standardizations
within subpopulations.
The present paper originated in current usage of

the WISC-R, and thus displays some of the defects
of this usage. In particular, it is common practice
in most field studies to have a mix of children of

varying ages, as can be seen from column 6 in

Table 1. Because of the age mix, the use of age-
scaled scores is unavoidable, in contrast to age-
homogeneous groups where raw scores are avail-
able. As standard deviations from age-scaled scores
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Table 1

Description of Correlation Matrices

Notes: a p=number of correlation matrices; BF=number of subtests; n=number of----- 

children for each correlation matrix;
a average IQ; - not available;
b M h9az~s ?
C ~ublishodo + yesy no.

have no conceptual interpretation, an analysis of
correlations of subtests, rather than covariances,
seems to be appropriate for the Other studies and
the Cross-cultural studies.

In principle, the WISC-R covariance matrices could
be analyzed, but because the Wechsler set serves
below as a basis for comparison for the correlation

matrices from mixed-age groups, the Wechsler cor-
relation matrices were used. Note, however, that
for the Wechsler set, analyzing covariance or cor-
relation matrices does not lead to essentially dif-
ferent solutions as long as the published matrices
are used, because for each subgroup the raw scores
of all subtests have been rescaled to a standard
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deviation of 3 and a mean of 10. As the age-scaled
scores are nonlinear (monotone) transformations of
the raw scores, it is conceivable that the results for
the raw scores would not be the same as those for
the age-scaled scores. However, the relationship
between analyses from age-scaled and raw scores
is a different problem from the one addressed here,
and its study would require the original data of the
2,200 &dquo;standardization children.&dquo;

Another question not addressed in the present
paper is the appropriateness of the conceptual models
for the present data implied by the three-mode model,
and the perfect congruence approach. In particular,
it is not unlikely that age-scaling, even though ap-
propriate for comparing IQ, might lead to distor-
tions in the structure underlying the subtests both
within and across ages, and that combining age-
scaled scores of different age groups might add
further distortions. It is clear that a thorough treat-
ment of the problem of age-scaled scores requires
both a full-fledged theoretical analysis and an em-
pirical analysis of a large database, preferably the
standardization set itself. The present paper has a
narrower focus, and takes the limitations of current
practice as its starting point.

~~~ Principal
Components Analysis

Three-mode principal components analysis is a
generalization of regular principal components
analysis to a situation in which measurements have
been collected under several conditions, for more
than one point in time, or for several groups. Here,
a short description is given of the analysis of several
correlation matrices based on scores of the same

m variables of different groups or of the same group
under several conditions. Thus there is a set of n

correlation matrices R, (k = 1, ..., n), and it is

desired to find one single set of component loadings
for all groups simultaneously. At the same time,
it is desired to assess the strength (or explained
sum of squares, variance) of the components and
their correlations in each of the various groups.
The correlation matrices are modeled with the

so-called TUCKER2 model (Kroonenberg & de

Leeuw, 1980; Tucker, 1972) as

where R, = GC,G’ is the estimated correlation

matrix based on the model with, say, s

components, s = m,
E, is the matrix of residual correlations, and
C, is sy etric matrix, which may be

called the &dquo;group characteristic m~t~i~9’
(Tucker, 1972, p. 6).

G is the component space common to all subgroups
and can be seen as a compromise solution for the
individual component spaces of the separate sam-

ples. As Kroonenberg and de Leeuw (1980) showed,
after G has been determined by an alternating least
squares algorithm, C, may be computed as

C, = ~°F1’t~k~ s 2
which shows that C, is a Gramian matrix. Under
the assumption of positiveness of the diagonal ele-
ments of C,, C, may be decomposed as

Ck = (D,)~(D,)’~ , , (3)
where D, = Diag(C~), and (Dk has elements ~P4~r
such that ~ - cnq.~l(cnnk)’lz(cqyk)~lz9 which implies
that ~nqk = 1 if p = q (p, q = 1, ... , ~). Substi-

tuting Equation 3 into Equation 1 gives

Rk = (~ ~l2) k(~~k 2) + ~k s (4)
so that the diagonal elements of Dk represent the
explained variance or fit of G in the kth group, if
G is taken to be orthonormal, and the (~ (P 4
q) represent the correlation of the components
(scores) on the pth and qth component in group k.
The diagonal elements Rk are the estimated com-
munalities on the basis of the model, and the off-
diagonal elements of the symmetric matrix Ek in-
dicate the &dquo;residual correlations,&dquo; that is, they in-
dicate how well the original correlations have been
reproduced by the model.
The Wechsler set was subjected to an analysis

using Equation 1 with s = 3 and s = 4 components
for the subtests, respectively. Previous examples
of such analyses can be found in Kroonenberg
(1983a, chap. 11; 1983c). The three-mode anal-
yses were performed using the TUCKALS2 program’

’The TUCKALS2 program may be obtained from the first author.
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(Kroonenberg & Brouwer, 1985). A theoretical
discussion and comparison of the methods used in
this paper to analyze correlation matrices simul-
taneously was presented by Kroonenberg and ten
Berge (1985).

Perfect Congruence Analysis
for Weights

Perfect congruence analysis for weights (pew;
ten Berge, 1986a, 1986b) is essentially a method
for cross-validating component weights. The method
can also be interpreted as a generalization of the
Multiple Group Method of factor analysis (see,
e.g., Gorsuch, 1983, pp. 81-89; Nunnally, 1978,
pp. 398-400). A parallel procedure may be derived
for component loadings; however, ten Berge (1986b)
has shown pew to be superior.
The procedure is based on the fact that com-

ponents are linear combinations of variables, and
are defined by the weights in those linear combi-
nations. The weights are derived from an initial
study, and these weights are then used in a second
study to determine the values of the persons on the
components in the second study, parallel to the
cross-validation procedure in ordinary regression.
Because (except for scaling constants) the same
weights are used, the weights in the two studies as
measured by Burt’s (1948) and Tucker’s (1951)
congruence coefficient are perfectly congruent.
As every component is uniquely defined by its

component weights, the weights can be taken to
define the interpretation of the component, as has
been argued by Harris (1985, pp. 317-320). It

follows that any component from a first (previous)
study can be recovered in a second (new) study
where the same variables have been used. Com-

ponent weights from the first study can simply be
applied to the variables in the second one to define
new components with the same interpretation.
Components with the same interpretation may be-
have differently across studies (populations) in sev-
eral respects:
1. The components may differ in terms of the

amount of variance they explain. That is, com-
ponents may have different sums of squared

correlations with the variables across popula-
tions. Such differences are well-known in

practice and can be reported as interesting in
their own right.

2. The components may correlate differently with
other components in the same study. This is
also familiar from applied studies. For in-

stance, in selected populations of gifted stu-
dents, verbal ability and numerical ability tend
to correlate relatively low. Also, components
constrained to be orthogonal in a first study
typically do correlate in other studies, if the

orthogonality constraint is dropped.
3. The reliability of a component, and its validity

with respect to external criteria, may differ
across studies.

More formally, pew can be explained as fol-
IOWS.2 Let R2 denote a m x m correlation matrix
of k variables in a second study, and let Bi be a
m x matrix of component weights or component-
score coefficients, defining s components of the
same variables in the first study. The m x s matrix
B2 of component weights, defining the same com-
ponents in the second study, can be obtained as

B2 = B,[Diag(B,R2B,)] I/2 
. (5)

This normalization of the columns &reg;f ~, guarantees
that B2 defines standardized components in the sec-
ond study. The normalization does not affect the
&dquo;behavior&dquo; of these components, but merely serves
to simplify the presentation. It should be noted that
the weight matrices B, and B2 are perfectly con-
gruent (proportional) columnwise, hence the name
of this analysis procedure.
From R, and B2 it is easy to compute the ~ x

s structure matrix S2, with correlations between the
variables and the components in the second study,
as S2 = ~2~2~ and the s X s component correlation
matrix ~2 = S2 = B’R2B2-
The jth column sum of squares of S2 conveys

how much variance is explained in the second study
by a single component which has the same inter-
pretation as component j from the first study. Thus

2A PASCAL program for PCW may be obtained from the second
author.
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the variances follow from Diag(S~S2) = Diag
(B’R 2 2). The sum of the explained variances,
tr(S~S2)’ is a meaningless quantity unless the com-
ponents are orthogonal in the second study (i.e.,
unless 4)2 its 1). Instead, the amount of variance
explained by the s components jointly must be com-
puted as tr(S~S2<I»i i) . In addition, the off-diagonal
elements of can be inspected to assess the cor-
relations between the components in the second

study.
A considerable advantage of pew over other

transformation (rotation) techniques is that arbi-

trary decisions no longer need be made about the
number of components to be retained before trans-
formation, about the &dquo;aPPr&reg;Pri~te9’ transformation
technique, about the amount of congruence that is
necessary for components to be called the same,
etc. (For further discussion of these points see ten
Berge, 1986b.)

In many applied studies , is not known or has
not been reported. Typically, only component
loadings are reported. However, this need not be
a problem. If the components from a first study are
truncated and/or rotated principal components with
k x r pattern matrix then can be explicitly
obtained as

~i = ~i(~i~l)-1 (6)
(see ten Berge, 1986a).
The starting point for all pew analyses in this

paper was the weight matrix B derived from the
varimax-transformed loadings G of the three-mode
principal component solution using Equation 6 with

where T is the varimax transformation matrix. In

the present study these loadings were nearly iden-
tical to the loadings obtained from the average cor-
relation matrix (Wechsler, 1974, p. 47), but in
general this need not be the case. When correlation
matrices are less homogeneous than in the Wechs-
ler set, considerable differences may occur. In case
of nonhomogeneity, a three-mode analysis seems
preferable because averaging may lead to cancel-
lation by opposite signs or to a general leveling off
of the correlations.

Three-mode Principal Components
Analysis Versus PCW

In this paper three-mode principal components
analysis and perfect congruence analysis are used
as complementary techniques. The former is used
to derive a common space for the variables of the
Wechsler set, estimated communalities, and resid-
ual correlations. On the other hand, pcw is used
to derive the explained variance of the common
components and their correlations in the standard-
ization samples of the Wechsler set, the Other stud-
ies, and the Cross-cultural studies. The techniques
can be said to address slightly different questions.
Three-mode analysis, as used here, aims to provide
a comprehensive description of a set of correlation
matrices, and perfect congruence analysis aims to
provide information about how samples conform
to known components. This explains why no three-
mode analysis was performed over all available

data. The principal aim of this paper was to eval-
uate claims of researchers that their solutions re-
semble those from the Wechsler set. In an overall

analysis the characteristics of the other studies would
also contribute toward the solution, causing it to
diverge from that of the Wechsler set.

Comparison with LISREL

Several other techniques may be used to analyze
sets of covariance (or correlation) matrices. Most
prominent among these is simultaneous factor anal-
ysis (J6reskog, 1971), which may be carried out
with programs such as LISREL (J6reskog & S6rbom,
19~1), EQS (Rentier, 1985), orcosAN (Fraser, 1980).
There are several differences between pcw and si-
multaneous factor analysis (ten Berge, 1986b). First,
the goodness-of-fit test for simultaneous factor

analysis provides a basis for the conclusion that
the null hypothesis is not true, while it is generally
desired to prove that a certain model fits ade-

quately. Thus the latter method attempts to show
that the model cannot be rejected, which should
not be too difficult with small samples. Second,
simultaneous factor analysis is not really geared
toward investigation of factors which seem to have
disappeared, while pcw does provide this infor-
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mation, that is, for every factor of the original
sample the explained variance can be assessed in
the new sample, irrespective of its size in this new
sample. Furthermore, if the exact factors of a first
study do not fit a second one, with LISREL-type
procedures a complicated search is necessary to

find out to what extent and in what respect two
studies are similar and different.

Another difference exists between three-mode

principal components analysis and simultaneous
factor analysis. The former technique is primarily
an exploratory method used here to derive a com-
mon component space for all correlation matrices

simultaneously, while the latter is a confirmatory
technique requiring a hypothesized component space
from the start. It is possible to use programs like
LISREL in an exploratory fashion (see, e.g., Kroo-
nenberg & Lewis, 1982), and LISREL is often used
in this way, but such usage is full of methodological
and technical pitfalls, such as possible noncon-
vergence and convergence to imaginary solutions
with negative variance estimates, especially in small
samples (see Boomsma, 1983).

Results

In this section, first the Wechsler set is inves-

tigated, primarily (but not exclusively) using three-
mode principal components analysis for the overall
analysis, and perfect congruence analysis for a

comparative study of the subsamples (Study After
having established the common component space
and the variability within the Wechsler set, these
results are used to evaluate the similarities and dif-
ferences of other American studies employing the
Wechsler scale (Study II). Next, a similar analysis
follows for three translations of the WISC-R

(Study III). In the latter two studies, perfect con-
gruence analysis is the main tool for investigation.

I: m
WtSC-R Component Space

As most of the Other studies used only 11 of the
12 subtests (see Table 1) by excluding Mazes, in
this paper results will be reported only for 11 sub-

tests. Table 2 shows the varimax rotated loadings
and component weights derived by three-mode
principal components analysis from the 11 1 corre-
lation matrices in the Wechsler set.

Not unexpectedly, the structure of the compo-
nents agrees with previous analyses of these data;
that is, there exists a loading pattern, which can
be seen to refer to the constructs Verbal Compre-
hension (vc) Perceptual Organization (Po), and
Freedom from d~a~t~~ctc~b~hty for the three
components respectively. Note that &dquo;factorially
pure&dquo; components cannot be found if the com-
ponents are restricted to remain orthogonal. (As s
most previous studies have not seriously investi-
gated oblique factor patterns, neither does the pres-
ent study, nor does it consider the real meaning of
the third factor; see Kaufman, 19~ 1, for references
to this debate.) Previous authors have sometimes
used Kaufman’s (1979, Table 4) median loadings
for comparison. The component spaces presented
here, however, can better serve this purpose, as
they are based on a direct analysis of all correlation
matrices simultaneously rather than on medians from
separate component (factor) analyses. Some of
Kaufman’s components were even derived from
four-dimensional solutions (see below), and they
were therefore not necessarily oriented in the op-
timal manner for combining them into one solution.

Deriving a common solution is, of course, only
fruitful and valid if the common component space
is shared by all subsamples to a considerable de-
gree. In order to verify this, it is necessary to in-
vestigate how well the common solution fits the
individual subsamples. Table 3 gives the explained
variance of each component for each of the sub-

samples, as well as the correlations between the
varimax components based on a perfect congruence
analysis. It is clear from these tables that the com-
mon components fit all subsamples more or less
equally well (range of overall variance explained
approximately 62% to 68%; mean 65%), and that
even the components themselves are equally pres-
ent in all subsamples. This result is especially sat-
isfactory, as Kaufman (1979) needed four-dimen-
sional solutions for the 61/2- and 16’/2-y~~r-&reg;lds to
find the common FD factor. It is interesting to note
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Table 2
WISC-R Varimax-Rotated Component and Weights

(11 subtests)

Derived from the diagonal of the average ’group characteristic matrix’

b(se~ Method section).
VC= Verbal Comprehension; P0= Perceptual Organization; FD= Freedom from
Distractability

that Kaiser’s criterion of only accepting eigenval-
ues greater than I would be ill-advised for the pres-
ent data, as the FD component would only have
been included in four subsamples, although it is

present in all of them (details not shown).
In addition to the overall similarity of the sub-

samples, some relationships with age may be dis-
tinguished. In particular, age has substantial cor-
relations with ’ ’ Explained variance of vc&dquo; (.54), 9
&dquo;Total variance explained&dquo; (.51), and &dquo;Correla-

tion between Po and ~’~&dquo; ( - 69); see Table 3. One
conclusion from these correlations and the actual

values in Table 3 seems to be that with increasing
age, vc gains in importance, and the PO,FD cor-
relation decreases with age. Compared to the over-
all similarities, however, the age effect is a rather
small one.

Analyzing the residual correlations (i.e., ob-

served correlation minus fitted correlation derived

from the three-mode principal components analy-
sis) shows that the mean absolute residual per sub-
sample is approximately .08 (not taking the diag-
onals into account). The diagonals of the fitted
correlation matrix can be taken as estimates of the

communalities of the three components for each of
the subsamples using the common components (see
Table 4). Inspection of the individual residual cor-
relations shows that there is a systematic overes-
timation for all subsamples of the correlation be-
tween Coding and Digit Span by the three component
solutions. A stable fourth principal component for
all subsamples can be found, which accounts for
another 6.8% variance on the average in all

subgroups (range 6.0Sb-7.59h). This component
has substantial loadings only for Coding and Digit
Span (and a somewhat smaller one for Arithmetic), 9
correcting the overestimation of their correlation
in the three-component solution.
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Table 3

Explained Variances and Correlations of the Wechsler Varimax Components,
Verbal Comprehension (VC), Perceptual Organization (PO), and Freedom

from Distractability (FD) in Standardization Samples

Note: % = Percentage explained variance.

average = explained variance averaged over subsamples.
pooled = explained variance derived from average correlation matrix
(Wechsler, 1974, p.47).

~~~~y ~~a
of Wechsler

Components in Other Studies

As discussed above, each component of the
Wechsler set returns in each of the Other studies,
and the crucial question is how strong the com-

ponents are in the new study, and what the cor-
relations are between the components in the Other
studies. This information can most easily be ob-
tained from perfect congruence analyses on each
of the Other studies.

This information is given in Table 5, as well as
some comparable information from the Wechsler
set. From this table it may be deduced that the
amount of explained variation, both overall and for
the separate components, generally falls short of
the Wechsler ranges. The Stedman, Lawlis, Cort-

ner, and Achterberg (1978) and Van Hagen and
Kaufman ( 1975) studies are the most notable ex-
ceptions. It is difficult to say for certain why this
is so, but it is striking that all Other studies use
mixed-age groups, whereas the Wechsler stan-

dardization samples are all homogeneous with re-
spect to age.

It is tempting to attribute the lower explained
variance to shrinkage as in cross-validation using,
for instance, regression techniques. Ten Berge
(1986b) investigated the possible role of shrinkage
for pew, but found in simulation studies that

shrinkage does not occur. In fact, the opposite ef-
fect (although it was almost negligible) was sys-
tematically observed. Also noteworthy are the re-
sults of Cross-cultural studies, which show hardly
y shrinkage. These speculations could be eval-
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Table 4
CoBBBuna2ities of WISC.R Subtests for Standardization Samples;

IN = Information; Sl = Similarities; AR = Arithmetic;
VO = vocabulary% CM = Comprehension; DS = Digit Span;
PC = Picture Completion; PA = Picture Arrangement;

BD = Block Design; OA = Object Analysis; CD = Coding
(Three-mode PCA; 11 Subtests)

uated by reanalyzing the original standardization
data and creating mixed-age correlation matrices
to compare their results with those of the Other
studies. As mentioned above, such issues as the
effect of age-scaled scores could be addressed at
the same time.

Visual inspection shows no obvious trends be-
tween either explained variance or component cor-
relations and sample characteristics on which the
Other studies could be compared, such as ethnicity,
retardedness, or number of children in the study
(see also Table 1). There is, however, some in-
dication that vc might not be at its full strength
for younger children. This effect is present both in
the Wechsler set (Table 3) and in the Other studies
using younger children (Groff & Hubble, 1982a;
Petersen & Hart, 1979), indicating that, relatively
speaking, vc is not as clearly defined for younger
children as for older ones.

Another point to notice is that even though the
order of the components in the Wechsler set, both
overall and individually, is very clearly vc, Po,
and FD, in several of the Other studies (Cummins
& Das, 1980; Groff & Hubble, 1982b-younger
retarded; Van Hagen & Kaufman, 1975) there is
no marked difference between vc and Po, while
in Reschly (1978-Blacks), Po and FD were of
more or less equal importance. Furthermore, in

nearly all Other studies there is a (higher) negative
correlation between vc and Po than in the Wechsler

set, while all PO,FD and all but four vc,po corre-
lations fall within the ranges of the Wechsler set.
In this respect, all three samples of Groff and Hub-
ble (1982a, 1982b) stand out by their high com-
ponent correlations: They belong both to the four
samples with the highest VC,PO correlations and to
the four with the highest vc,FD correlations.

Negative correlations between intelligence com-
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Table 5

Explained Variance and Correlations of the Wechsler Components,
Verbal Comprehension (VC), Perceptual Organization (PO), and

Freedom from Distractability (FD) in Other Studies

ponents may seem awkward at first sight. How-
ever, they are not surprising in the present context,
where the components have been constrained to be

orthogonal in the Wechsler set. Orthogonality can
only be achieved by assigning small negative weights
to those clusters of tests that belong to &dquo;other&dquo; 9

components. These negative weights provide the
correction for overlap needed to obtain orthogonal
components from correlated clusters of tests. In

those samples where the overlap is smaller than in
the Wechsler set, overcorrection, and hence neg-
ative correlations between components, may be ex-

pected. This is precisely what seems to have hap-
pened. Tables 5 and 6 reveal that correlations

between components vary around 0 whenever the

explained variance (pointing to overlap) is of the
same magnitude as in the Wechsler set (see, e. g. ,
Hong Kong samples 11 and 12; Psychological Cor-
poration, 1981). Conversely, the negative corre-
lations tend to prevail in samples where the overlap
is small (see, e.g., Groff & Hubble, 1982a, 1982b).
It seems, therefore, that the negative correlations

are an artifact of using orthogonal components in
the Wechsler set.

In conclusion, the factorial structures in all Other
studies clearly resemble that of the WISC-R, but
there are nevertheless marked differences between
studies and with the Wechsler set, particularly lower
explained variances and varying component cor-
relations. Of course, it should be realized that the

Other studies form too small and too heterogeneous
a sample to permit an unequivocal statement about
sample characteristics and factorial structure for
special subgroups. Without further information from
other studies, it is difficult to make general state-
ments about the differences.

Study llli
of Wechsler Components

~~a Cross-Cultural Studies

There exist several translations/adaptations of the
WISC-R for which the correlations have been pub-
lished (e.g., Chan, 1984-Hong ~&reg;n~-msc-~9
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Table 6

Explained variances and Correlations of the Wechsler Varimax Components
(Verbal Comprehension (VC), Perceptual Organization (PO), and

Freedom from Distractability (FD)in Cross-Cultural Studies

Cantonese; Fiji, 19~2-~isc-~, Dutch; Titze &

Tewes, 1984&horbar;HAWIK-R, German). In transferring
the WISC-R to other countries, adaptations have had
to be made to eliminate specifically American ele-
ments from the test. For instance, in their intro-
duction Titze and Tewes (1984) stated that &dquo;with

respect to the items the HAWIK-R was largely de-
veloped anew. The fundamental concepts of the
subtests, however, had to be maintained for copy-
right reasons [translation PMK] &dquo; (p. 5). The Hong
Kong Cantonese and Dutch versions had to undergo
similar adaptations, even though they seem to be
closer to the original. Given the variations, it is

interesting to see to what extent the Wechsler com-
ponents can be cross-validated in the Cross-cultural
studies. The results are presented in Table 6, to-
gether with the results of a Dutch study using sam-

ples closely resembling the Dutch standardization
samples.
The most detailed information is available from

the Hong Kong Cantonese wisc-R (Chan, 1984;
Psychological Corporation, 1981); notwithstanding
several exceptions, especially for the younger age
groups, the translation seems to allow good recov-
ery of the Wechsler components. Overall the ex-

plained variance is not much lower than in the
Wechsler set, but the correlations are somewhat

higher, and the variations between the groups are
larger. Still9 the Cantonese version resembles the
American ~~sc-a~0 more closely than do the Other
studies. Note that in this case there is no mixing
of age groups. The most deviant group are the five-

year-olds, who are in fact younger than the young-
est Wechsler group. The low explained variance
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for vc with the younger children, and the rather
higher correlations of the other components with
vc, conform to the abovementioned pattern for

younger children in the Other studies and the
Wechsler set.

The German results from the correlations aver-

aged over the subgroups (Titze & Tewes, 1984)
agree quite nicely with the Wechsler results of the
average correlation matrix (except for the higher
correlation between the Po and FD factors), despite
the considerable adaptation that took place. Ap-
parently, the fundamental concepts were captured
adequately with the new items.

The Dutch wisc-R (Pijl, 1982) does not fare
quite as well, but it should be remembered that the
correlation matrix available is based on the scores
of all age groups together; as suggested above, this
might lead to lower agreement with the Wechsler
data. Note, furthermore, that the application of the
Dutch WISC-R in Hofman and Pijl (1983) stands in
a similar position with respect the Dutch standard-
ization sample, as do the Other studies with respect
to the Wechsler set: less explained variance and
higher correlations between components. Finally,
in Hofman and Pijl’s youngest age group, the above
mentioned pattern typical for younger children
emerges yet again.

Discussion

Using all the data from the standardization sam-
ples for the Wechsler Intelligence Scale for Children-
Revised, a single component space has been de-
rived which was shown to be equally representative
for all age groups. As mentioned before, other
methods than the ones used here may be employed
for the same purpose. Using the common com-
ponent space from the Wechsler set as a standard,
it was possible to assess the relevance of these
components for a number of independently con-
ducted studies and various translations of the wisc-
R. Previous comparisons between studies depended
primarily upon visually assessing the adequacy of
a solution in terms of the results of similar studies.

Analysis of a series of studies within the same
framework permits a more rigorous comparison.

An attractive aspect of the perfect congruence
approach is that the relevance of the Wechsler com-
ponents can unequivocally be assessed in other
studies using the amount of explained variance,
according to the fundamental proposition that per-
fect congruence is always possible. Although the
technique is applied to component weights rather
than loadings, Harris (1985, pp. 317-320) makes
a forceful case for weights as the basis for inter-
pretation (see also ten Berge, 1986a, 1986b). As
demonstrated above, the perfect congruence ap-
proach is easy to implement. In future research with
the WISC-R, each researcher can directly compare
the factorial structure found with the structures given
in Table 2. Some claims about the factorial struc-
ture of the valsc-~ which have been made by au-
thors of some of the Other studies are discussed

below.

The main difference some authors claim to have

found is that no more than two of the three factors

(i.e.9 vc and found by Kaufman (1975) in the
Wechsler set were present in their data. For in-

stance, Reschly (197~, p. 419) found a third factor
for his Anglo-American group but not for Blacks,
Chicanos, or Native American Papagos. Sandoval
(1982) indicated that the FD factor emerged with
Anglos, but not with Blacks and Mexican-
Americans, while Petersen and Hart (1979) found
no clear FD factor in their three groups: &dquo;emotion-

ally handicapped&dquo; &dquo;learning disabled and slow
learners&dquo;, and &dquo;no significant problems ’ ’ . Of the
latter two studies, only the last mentioned corre-
lation matrix was still available for reanalysis.

Comparing the above findings with the results
in Table 5 to the extent that data are available,
there seems to be no basis for Reschly’s claim, as
in all groups the FD factors have explained vari-
ances for this factor comparable to those of the
Wechsler set; in fact, the Black Americans have
one of the highest explained variances. Similarly,
Sandoval’s Mexican-Americans have a FD with an

explained variance well within the Wechsler range.
Also, in Petersen ~nd ~ ’s &dquo;r~&reg; significant prob-
lem&dquo; group, the FD factor can clearly be found
(albeit with one of the smaller explained vari-

ances), but from their information on the third fac-
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tors, their other groups may have less important
third factors. Note that in contrast to Kaufman

(1975), four-factor solutions for the 61/2- and 161/2-
year-olds were not required in the present study to
establish the three-factor structures for the Wechs-
ler set.

Blaha and Vance (1979) and Vance, Wallbrown,
and Fremont (1978) claimed that the ability struc-
ture for retarded persons may well be more com-

plex than the structure for normals. Within the
framework used thus far, it is not possible to assess
their suggestion. To see if other factors of learning-
disabled children are present in the Wechsler set,
the presence of these factors, either in the Wechsler
set or in their average correlation matrix, could be
assessed by using the perfect congruence approach
in the other direction. From the data available (Ta-
ble 5), there is little indication that retarded persons
have a different structure. The only exception may
be that in three of the four samples of retarded
children (Cummins & Das, 1980; Groff & Hubble,
1982b; Van Hagen & Kaufman, 1975), the vc and
Po factors have nearly equal explained variances,
in contrast to the unequal ones in the Wechsler set.
Kaufman (1981), in his review of the state of

the art of the WISC-R and learning disabilities, stated:
It is time to call a halt to virtually all factor-
analytic investigations of the WISC-R. Enough! P
We understand the factor structure of the in-

strument. We do not need to know more about

slight differences in the two or three factors
for various ethnic or exceptional groups ...
small differences in factorial composition from
sample to sample cannot be attributed to eth-
nic membership or type of exceptionality; they
are just as likely to be due to an irrelevant,
uncontrolled variable or, most likely of all, to
the chance fluctuations that are known to char-
acterize correlation matrices. Future research

in this area should focus on what the factors
mean in either a theoretical or clinical sense.

(p. 571)
Kaufman’s plea is understandable, and undoubt-
edly correct from a clinical point of view. At the
same time it should, however, be realized that his
claim with respect to chance fluctuations and other

causes for differences between studies is conjecture
and not firmly rooted in evidence.
As can be seen from the above discussion, the

controversy is real, and authors have claimed to
find important differences for special groups. The
present results seem to provide the empirical evi-
dence in favor of Kaufman’s point of view, al-

though a larger selection of correlation matrices
would certainly make the point more strongly. Fur-
thennore, the consistently lower explained vari-
ance for vc of younger children should be inves-

tigated, possibly by both test constructors and users.
A reasonable conjecture for the age effect is that
it is related to factor differentiation (see, e.g., At-
kin, Bray, Davison, Herzberger, Humphreys, &
Selzer, 1977). However, to show this with any
degree of certainty, it is likely that even larger
sample sizes are needed, as was noted by Atkin et
al. (p. 75). Another aspect which should be in-
vestigated is the effect of age-scaled scores and the
effect of mixed-age groups on the factorial struc-
ture of the WISC-R.
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